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• From 25-July-2013 through the present my web host, godaddy.com, is experienced
technical issues with their analytics support for repo-ck.com which results in the
generation of incomplete or no log files.

• As a result of the inept technical support at godaddy, data are not truly an
accurate reflection of popularity since there are holes in the data.

• Here is a question to ponder if you are considering employing godaddy as your
webhost: why did it take them over a month and >12 troubletickets to fix this
issue?

Come on Go Daddy Group Inc.!

1. It should not take you >4 weeks to fix something that is
at the core of your business. It is unacceptable and
boarding on ridiculous.

2. Invest more dollars into your technical support
infrastructure and less on advertising your sub-par
services.

Oops… You’re Hosting with Godaddy



• To prospective users of godaddy Linux hosting accounts: godaddy will stop
providing access to apache logs (which they term the “web statistics program”)
entirely on 23-Nov-2013. What kind of fly-by-night host refuses to provide
something as basic as webserver logs to customers?!

• As a result of their decision, this pdf file will cease to update after Nov 23rd until
such a time as I move hosts and re-write my log parser script to work with the new
host’s format.

Godaddy Will Cease to Provide Apache 
Logs Paying Customers!

Recommendation: do not use godaddy for any hosting needs. They provide sub-
par services and employ incompetent technical support staff.
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Popularity of Linux-ck (Downloads Over Time)
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Popularity
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Missing data due to unreliable godaddy IT infrastructure; the 

totals on the next and previous pages will be affected by these 
gap in the data!



Popularity part 2
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Popularity of CPU Optimized Linux-ck
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Download Agents for ONLY Current Versions
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External Links as Referrers
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